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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING – MINUTES 

Wednesday, September 25, 2019 – 7:30 a.m. 
DU-COMM, 420 N. County Farm Road, Wheaton, IL  

 
Mayor Brummel called the Executive Committee meeting to order at 7:30 a.m. 
 
1.  Roll Call 
Present:     Mayor David Brummel (Chairman)  City of Warrenville 
  Mayor Rod Craig (Vice-Chairman)  Village of Hanover Park 
  Manager David Fieldman (Secretary)  Village of Downers Grove 
  Trustee Timothy Deutschle (Treasurer)  Bloomingdale FPD  
  Administrator Michael Guttman   City of West Chicago 
        Manager Scott Niehaus    Village of Lombard 
  Police Chief Phil Norton    Village of Glen Ellyn (joined at 7:31 a.m.) 
  Fire Chief Andy Bonomo   York Center FPD 
  Fire Chief Brian Leahy    Village of Clarendon Hills    
  Police Chief John Madden   Village of Burr Ridge (joined at 7:35 a.m.) 
 
Staff:   Executive Director Tegtmeyer, Deputy Director Baarman, Deputy Director Lamela,  

Finance/HR Manager Athitakis, Executive Secretary Keifer, Communications Manager Payne, Communications 
Supervisor Pirog and MIS Manager Klein 

 
 Guests: Attorney John Kelly-Ottosen Britz Kelly Cooper Gilbert & DiNolfo, Mr. Rish Mehta-Banjo 

 
Chief Norton joined the meeting at 7:31 a.m. 
 
2. Public Comment: None. 
 
3. Employee Recognition – CAD Team 
Director Tegtmeyer recognized the CAD team members Communications Supervisor Pirog and MIS Manager Klein. He 
summarized the new CAD, and the project, and noted Communications Manager Berg, CS Pirog, and MIS Manager 
Klein worked on the team from the start with all three PSAPs. Communications Manager Payne was recognized with all 
the Managers and Supervisors that set the training scheduled, and everyone that worked to make the project a success. 
He noted each team member would receive a letter of recognition, as many were unable to attend the meeting.  
 
Mayor Craig commented on the speed of the 9-1-1 alert system for Fire. The system is efficient and working well. The 
worked accomplished, and we provided for, over the years goes hand in hand.  Really pleased to see it.  
 
Chief Madden joined the meeting at 7:35 a.m. 
 
4.  Approval of Minutes: 

             A.  August 29, 2019 
Manager Niehaus made the motion to approve the meeting minutes of August 29, 2019 and Administrator Guttman 
seconded. The motion was approved by unanimous voice vote.  
 

 5.  Approval of Financials  
A.  Monthly Revenue Expenditure Reports – August 2019  
B.  Monthly Bill Listing – August 2019 
Chief Bonomo inquired about the property tax bill and Manager Athitakis noted it was for the Glendale Heights tower 
site, which is rebilled to AT&T per the lease agreement.  
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Chief Norton made the motion to approve the Bill Listing of August 2019 and Administrator Guttman seconded. The 
motion was approved by unanimous roll call vote.  
 
6.  Chiefs Operations Committee Report – Chief Leahy 
Chief Leahy noted no quorum at the August meeting. 
 
7.  DU-COMM Staff Reports 
A.  Executive Director’s Report: Brian Tegtmeyer  
B.  Operations Department Report:   
C.  Support Services Department Report: Matt Baarman 
D.  Administrative Department Report:  Angela Athitakis 
Director Tegtmeyer introduced Deputy Director Operations, Nicole Lamela, to start on 10/08/19.  Has 26 years of 
experience at Tri-Com, as TC, Supervisor, CAD Administrator, Deputy Director, and Director. Has a bachelor’s degree in 
Criminal Justice and Social work, and a Certificate in GIS. Also a Certified Emergency Number Professional (ENP) and 
completed the NENA Center Manager Certification Program (CMCP). The Director looks forward to her joining our team.  
The Director thanked Chief Norton and Chief Bonomo for their roles in the DDO selection process with GovHR.  DDO 
Lamela noted excitement to join DU-COMM. In her interview she told the Director DU-COMM was the Mecca of the area 
and where you want to be, so she bided her time, learned a lot, and prepared. Chief Norton noted the selection 
committee was impressed during the interview. The committee is excited to welcome DDO Lamela and Mayor Brummel 
also welcomed her. It was noted the final GovHR invoice would be less due to the elimination of the Assessment center 
in the hiring process.  
 
The Director noted the Fire Station Alerting project began yesterday and Bloomingdale #21 cutover and now alerted 
through the Purvis system. Fire North stations will continue to cutover through October 7th. Then calls will be voiced on 
the radio by the digital system “Samantha”. ACDC cutover two fire channels. This change should improve the efficiency 
and speed of dispatch. Fire Ops discussed the importance that fire responses are accurate, as TCs will be less involved 
in verifying the recommendation. Once the units are enroute agencies will communicate with staff.  Plan to cutover on 
October 29th if the schedule holds. Tech Licht works to identify site equipment at fire stations, remove old equipment, 
label equipment, and enable departments to cancel phone circuits, as the new system is IP based. Chief Bonomo asked 
about the Bloomingdale cutover and DD Baarman noted it went well, found an issue with the Informer and replaced it. 
Chief Bonomo asked about impact when old Zetron ends on the T1. DD Baarman noted T1s will not be cancelled, as 
needed for the MUX. The Zetron will be disconnected from the T1. Will work on plan to migrate phone lines to the IP 
connection and ordering more IP MUX equipment.   
 
Chief Leahy sent email to ESTB DD Theusch that at ACDC the new system sounds good, but Samantha’s voice is much 
lower than all the other radio traffic, including tones.  DD Baarman noted line measurements were taken to ensure the 
same quality, and will monitor and make adjustments if needed. The Director noted a struggle to get monthly CAD stats 
from the new system, but the ETSB is working on the reports.   
 
8.  DuPage County ETSB Report – Executive Director Tegtmeyer 
Director Tegtmeyer noted a budget discussion yesterday, which should be approved at the October meeting.  
Holdup is 9-1-1 surcharge fee that sunsets in July 2020, but will monitor. Have conservative projections from ETSB.  
Reviewed administrative rules on what the ETSB can buy. Those rules may be expanded and clearer. Attorney Kelly 
noted the proposed new rules have three categories for surcharge expenses: mandatory, permissive, and not allowed. 
The 9-1-1 statewide Administrator to provide more specifics to the ETSBs. Attorney Kelly provide additional information 
regarding the rules process. Attorney Kelly does not think the rules are all bad; some clarity what surcharge money can 
be spent on. The Director noted a funding example of air cards for all member agencies and if it is better for the ETSB to 
pay for air cards, which would then be under ETSB control, or grant money to DU-COMM to pay for air cards for 
members. He noted the need for more discussions. Attorney Kelly thinks the internal policies of the ETSB will remain 
and an enlargement of the ability to expend surcharge funds is not on the horizon and could be narrower.  Administrator 
Guttman inquired if the disparity between the DuPage SAO’s opinion on records management would likely not expand 
and Attorney Kelly noted draft rules follows that opinion closely and makes more specific the use of surcharge funds for 
RMS.  
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9.  Old Business 
A.  New Facility – Update 
Director Tegtmeyer noted work continues on the punch list. Advised County the final payment will be made when punch 
list is completed. 
 
B.  CAD/RMS – Update on DuJIS Project 
Director Tegtmeyer noted conversations with the ETSB recently, the biggest was the inter-PSAP transfer policy.  PSAPs 
take calls and enter into CAD. Recently met the Directors of ACDC, Sheriff, and ETSB and the Sheriff will transfer our 
EMD calls to us to process, as their training is not the same. Also, working to create a list to help the ETSB prioritize our 
issues.  
 
Manager Fieldman noted the Records Management Systems oversight committee met last week and the County 
agenda included the next Hexagon payment for over $600,000, along with a request to contract for more temporary 
staffing. The oversight committee put both items on hold. The Director noted yesterday’s ETSB meeting passed a CAD 
milestone, but the extension discussion on the records milestone was not on the agenda or voted on.    
 
Chief Bonomo inquired about EMD when Sheriff answers the call and a discussion ensued. Chief Norton wants DU-
COMM taking our calls. Chief Leahy asked about further discussions with the Sheriff and the Director noted he had not 
discussed, but told conversation continues at the County Board level. The Sheriff has a very different mission and 
provides many other services.   
 
C.  Fire Funding Formula  
Director Tegtmeyer noted the 30-day notice was issued and the Hanover Park minority report sent. Informational 
meeting today at 3:00 and Monday, September 30, at 7:00. A town hall format to answer questions and provide info.  
Any emailed inquiries will be shared with members.  
 
10.  New Business 
A.  Sprint Proposal  
Chief Norton made the motion to approve the Sprint proposal and Chief Bonomo seconded. The motion was approved 
by unanimous roll call vote.  

 
 B.  Dashboard Integration – Vendor Presentation  

Director Tegtmeyer noted an opportunity, through work with the National Emergency Number Association (NENA) 
allowed him to meet with company called BANJO. They take data and provide ways to monitor and act on the 
information. It is a great opportunity to serve our agencies competitively. The Director introduced Mr. Mehta from Banjo. 
 
Mr. Mehta thanked the Director and explained Banjo and their service. Their mission is to use technology and artificial 
intelligence (AI) to provide live, validated information to those that can use it.  Very specific scope, only applies in areas 
where service can save lives and reduce human suffering. They take siloed data and synthesize into a live stream in 
their platform. They apply AI and machine learning to provide actionable intelligence. He provided a demo of the system 
with live signals of power outages, crime events, panic alarms, and vehicle AVL. The Utah transportation authority 
provides feeds on vehicles, trains, buses, trams, etc. and Banjo uses the data in the context of an event. The system 
can detect an event, which allows it to automatically notify and provide related intelligence. In an event, before the call is 
entered and officers arrive on scene, the information is gathered around the event and available to responders. In Utah 
they can identify offenders in the area (from the Utah adult parole board) and create the list by radius, or an agency can 
search the records to generate lists that can be shared to responders.  Banjo takes disparate video systems from multi-
systems and sorts by location. The camera feeds in certain locations can be viewed around an incident, using public 
safety and transit cameras to provide more context. Most vehicles in Utah have external camera, which aids in 
identifying vehicles in the vicinity of an incident and agencies can request video, which usually would happen days into 
the investigative process.   
 
Manager Niehaus left the meeting at 8:10 a.m. and returned at 8:12 a.m.  
 
Chief Norton inquired if Banjo works with the dispatch agency, the PD, or both. Mr. Mehta noted Banjo works with 
everyone on some level because the data exists in different agencies. Banjo works with agencies to put in place data 
sharing agreements for a very limited scope. Mr. Mehta noted this platform would be available at DU-COMM and could 
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be available to the member agencies too. Chief Norton inquired if the info collected is subject to FOIA, and if Banjo 
follows the rules of the jurisdiction where the data was collected. Mr. Mehta noted all the data is owned by the data 
owner. Banjo has no ownership of the data. The info is in the system temporarily; in most cases less than an hour.  
 
Mayor Craig left the meeting at 8:15 a.m. and returned at 8:19 a.m. 
 
Director Tegtmeyer noted the benefits to know when an incident happens and the ability to look back. There is also the 
ability for the system to advise when an incident is happening before a 9-1-1 call is received, which can help us 
determine where to send responders before, and after, the fact. Mr. Mehta noted the system constantly looks at the 
feeds and anyone can created event rules quickly without domain specific technical knowledge and Banjo supports 
notifications within the dashboard, email, or text messages. Can use very specific or very broad rules to create an 
intelligence view. The power is in how to use and customized for your mission, as his founder envisioned using the 
technology. 
 
Director Tegtmeyer thanked Mr. Mehta and noted he met Banjo over a year ago and their product has evolved since 
then. In Utah, by monitoring cameras with AI, the State highway patrol responds to accidents six minutes sooner. Banjo 
ties events together; like trains stuck on track, etc. and agencies could build event alerts to notify dispatch. Mr. Mehta 
noted the detection and validation steps in AI, so the confidence level hits a threshold that justifies action. Chief Madden 
inquired how it applies to active shooter in a school. The Director noted the ability to view videos from a school.  He 
summarized the current problem of vendor’s interest to provide new data, which it cannot be another application at each 
TC workstation. DU-COMM needs an integration system for all the data. Schools launched blue point alert that sends a 
signal to a 24/7 central station. That software could be combined into Banjo single integration platform. Chief Madden 
inquired if the platform would integrate all the systems, and the Director noted the difference is Banjo is a Silicon Valley 
company and not a public safety company. Chief Madden inquired about proprietary software integration, and Mr. Mehta 
noted Banjo works with software vendors to get data sharing agreements and then builds the connectors to link the data. 
Once the data is in, Banjo is notified before a call comes in, and a dashboard is created that pulls the cameras, audio, or 
whatever is available. Further discussion ensued regarding sharing information with the 9-1-1 center.  
 
Mayor Craig noted every Metra crossing lists a phone number that will stop an engine, which could be integrated into the 
system. He asked if this service was affordable. The Director noted there would be cost in a long-term solution, but 
Banjo would work with DU-COMM in a beta environment. Discussion ensued about costs and standardization. The 
Director noted the need to be competitive and able to integrate systems first. This is a scalable project, which impacts 
the costs, but there is a commitment from the Banjo CEO to get the system live, to a certain state, before we worry 
about the cost. He noted the project will take staff time, etc. Chief Norton noted as a major crime activation with data to 
ID the suspect quickly, the information is an incredible resource to law enforcement.   
 
Mayor Craig left meeting at 8:33 a.m. and returned at 8:35 a.m. 
 
Manager Fieldman noted this idea is very impressive and asked for answers to questions: How does this project relate 
to our strategic plan. How would looking into this project affect our budget and daily operations/workload. He asked for 
an overview of next steps with timeframe, staff time, and expectation from the Executive Committee.  
 
Chief Norton left meeting at 8:36 a.m. and returned at 8:38 a.m.       
 
Mayor Brummel inquired what was needed today, and the Director noted if the consensus is to answer the questions at 
the next meeting. The other option is to integrate our member agency signals, which Banjo could do with staff via a 
weekly call. Banjo is in contact with Blue Point alarms and for a robust system would need data feed from CAD. DD 
Baarman noted the need for agreements with camera providers, railroad sensors, gunshot sensors, license plate 
readers, etc. Sharing agreement will drive how useful this project is. Manager Fieldman asked how to get from here to 
there. Administrator Guttman asked for an idea of the cost. Mayor Craig noted the need to understand the benefit for the 
County. We can be the model and take the lead, but can we afford it. Not sure, if we can’t afford it, due to the life-saving 
and safety component. The Director noted Banjo’s interest to work with DU-COMM and he will bring back more 
information. 
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Mr. Mehta noted all the personal identifiable information is removed from the data before it comes into the system. It is 
about the incident, the people who need help, and how to get them help. Not about who or what caused the accident, 
etc.  There are lots of systems to review once you know where to look.   
 
Mayor Brummel noted agreement to invest more staff time to get more information and another presentation. A huge 
opportunity to access and integrate information with this company in a beta test at no cost for some period of time, but, 
at some point it would have a cost.   
 
C. FYE19 Annual Audit   
Manager Niehaus inquired when the Auditor would provide a presentation and Manager Athitakis noted the Auditor 
attends the Board of Directors meeting. Director Tegtmeyer thanked Manager Athitakis for her hard work on another 
good audit, and Mayor Brummel thanked Manager Athitakis.   
 
Administrator Guttman made a motion to recommend the Board of Directors approve the FYE19 Annual Audit, and 
Manager Niehaus seconded. The motion was approved by unanimous voice vote.  
 
The Executive Committee did not go into closed session.  

 
10.  Executive Closed Session for the purposes of discussing: 
A.  Personnel matters (5 ILCS 120/2 (c) 1) 
B.  Collective negotiating matters (5 ILCS 120/2 (c) 2) 
C.  Purchase or lease of real property (5 ILCS 120/2 (c) 5 
D.  Security procedure (5 ILCS 120/2 (c) 8) 
E.  Pending, Probable, or Imminent Litigation (5 ILCS 120/2 (c) 11)  
 
11.  Other Business 
Administrator Guttman inquired about what is next for ADS and Attorney Kelly noted they could take the matter to the 
U.S. Supreme Court. A discussion ensued regarding ADS actions with NFPA and the State Legislature at the 
Department of Professional Regulations in terms of licensing alarm companies.   
 
Administrator Guttman inquired about changes to the alarm fees and the Director noted the $14.00 per month, in place 
since 2008, could be changed. It would require an Executive Committee decision and JCI (formerly TYCO) would need 
to change the master agreement, then municipalities must notify businesses. Chief Leahy suggested incremental 
changes annually. The Director noted the topic would be part of the budget process in November. Chief Bonomo 
suggested changes move slowly and not impact recent transitions to radio alarms by businesses. The Director to review.  
 
Next Meeting:  Tuesday, October 15, 2019, following the 7:30 a.m. Board of Directors meeting - DU-COMM, 420 N. 
County Farm Road, Wheaton, IL  
 
12.  Adjournment 
At 8:53 a.m. Administrator Guttman made a motion to adjourn the meeting and Chief Norton seconded. The motion was 
approved by unanimous voice vote.  Meeting adjourned.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Christine Keifer  
Christine Keifer 




